Supercharge your collections workflow with powerful search tools

To successfully collect, efficiency is essential. The LexisNexis® Accurint® for Collections: Contact and Locate Workflow helps you streamline skip trace efforts and locate right-party contacts faster.

Plus family of locate searches
Collections success begins with finding right-party contacts. But with changing consumer behavior and the migration to wireless phones, locating right parties can be time consuming and frustrating. LexisNexis® Accurint® for Collections: Contact and Locate Workflow reflects these trends with searches that incorporate wireless content and other phone types. Our Plus family of locate searches include:

• Person Search Plus
• Reverse Phone Search Plus
• Contact Plus

These enhanced searches provide more data with fewer clicks and better results.

Simplified access to stronger search tools
The Contact and Locate workflow combines the power of robust LexisNexis® data with leading proprietary linking technology to help you find people and businesses in a click. Quickly get access to public and proprietary data from thousands of proven sources delivered in a concise, rank-ordered output. Accelerate research with streamlined access to leading LexisNexis® tools, including:

• Household Results
• Relatives and Associates
• LexisNexis® Workplace Locator
• LexisNexis® Business Locator

Easily find the consumer and business information you need with the Contact and Locate workflow while controlling the information investment based on your specific workflow strategies. Expand your research with intuitive links to “Next Steps” and “We Also Found” prompts that clearly show you what
types of other information are available. Gain deeper consumer insights with links to first and last seen dates, information on relatives and associates and address details. Simplify key searches and strengthen your skip trace strategy, instantly.

**Stay focused on increased collections**

The Contact and Locate workflow delivers succinct, easy-to-interpret reports that enable you to add a layer of efficiency to your collections process and stay focused on the data that matters. Pre-determined reports are available with data pertaining to specific collections needs, including: Comprehensive Report, Contact Card Report, Address Report and Business Report.

Advanced administrator features allow you to easily monitor and control user access for your entire organization and make changes on the fly. You can specify search access and usage limits, view activity reports and billing information or perform usage audits right from your desktop.

**Collect with more confidence**

The Contact and Locate workflow simplifies searches to deliver more right-party contact information, helping you collect with confidence. With intuitive searches and links to critical consumer details, this tool speeds and simplifies your collections workflow. Reduce time-consuming skip tracing research with the Accurint for Collections: Contact and Locate workflow.

For more information, call 800.953.2877 or visit risk.lexisnexis.com/collections-and-recovery